Suggested Reading
Armchair Travel
Sit in your chair and travel the world through books.
Gulliver’s Travels by Jonathan Swift
Book Level 3.2 Word Count 2,818
In this graphic retelling of Jonathan Swift's classic tale,
Lemuel Gulliver recounts his travels and adventures on
the island of Lilliput, where he is captured by tiny
creatures, and in the country of Blefuscu, where he
encounters an army of giants.

Journey to the Centre of the Earth
by Penny Dolan
Book Level 3.6 Word Count 4309

A retelling of the Jules Verne classic story of
an explorer's historic journey through the
heart of a volcano to the heart of the earth
where they find a world inhabited by
prehistoric creatures.

The Midnight Library:Liar by Nick Shadow

Fizzlebert Stump: The Boy Who Ran Away
From the Circus (and joined the library)
by A.F. Harold

Book Level 5.5
Word Count 29,794
Fizzlebert Stump lives
in a travelling circus,
but being the only kid
can be a bit lonely.
One day Fizz decides
to join a library instead.

Book Level 4.9 Word Count 28,720
In this book, we find out what happens when
Lauren tells more lies than she should, the
consequences of travelling without paying,
and experience a deadly game of wink murder.

Oranges in No Mans Land by Elizabeth Laird
Book Level 4.2 Word Count 14,435
When her grandmother becomes ill and the
doctor is on the other side of the Green Line
in Beirut, Ayesha decides it is up to her to
travel behind enemy lines to get the needed
medication.

Around the World in 80 Days by Chris Everheart
Book Level 3.9 Word Count 3,035

In this graphic retelling of the classic novel,
Phileas Fogg bets his friends in London that in
the year 1872, he can travel around the world in
eighty days.
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The Outriders : Expedition to Blue Cave
Book Level 6.6
Word Count 31,132
Cam Walker and The
Outriders live on an
Island. They combat
boredom. And carry out
their plans. Now
they've set their minds
on Expedition Blue
Cave. The cave only glows blue once every 7
years, and they're determined to see it but to
carry out the expedition, they've got to free
team member Shelby from summer school
hell; 'scavenge' all the equipment they'll need
to travel to Blue Cave and be home by 7
o'clock so their parents don't miss them. The
Outriders have their expedition plan all
worked out - what they didn't bargain for was
finding robbers at Blue Cave, hiding their
hoard from a recent theft...Suddenly the
expedition gets a whole lot more exciting!
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Robinson Crusoe by Martin Powell

Ellie Simmonds by Roy Apps

Book Level 3.7 Word Count 2,643

Book Level 4.8 Word Count 2,785

Young Robinson Crusoe has grown
bored with life, so he runs away
from home to travel the world.
One night, a terrible storm strikes
his ship. Robinson awakens to find
the ship destroyed and the entire
crew dead. All alone on a deserted
island, Robinson prepares for a life
of solitude only to come face to
face with pirates, hungry cannibals and a new friend.

Ellie, or Eleanor, Simmonds, is a
swimming legend - and she's only
sixteen years old - a multiParalympic champion. Read her
story from her childhood up to
when she crossed the finish line at
the London 2012 Paralympics.
It takes blood, sweat and tears to
get to the top of any sport, and
these short, inspirational biographies show just how tough
it can be. Focusing on top athletes and sport personalities,
each dramatic story brings to life the skill, determination
and luck needed to break through into top level
competition.

Football School by Ales Bellos

Lewis Hamilton, Formula One Champion

Book Level 6.7 Word Count 26,496

By Clive Gifford

This is packed with awesome true stories, real science and fascinating facts
and will make you laugh loads. When do
footballers poo? Can you play football on
Mars? What is a magic sponge? You will
find the answers to these questions and
more in chapters on subjects such as
history, geography, biology and maths. This is the perfect
book for any boy or girl who loves football. Your coaches at
Football School, Alex Bellos and Ben Lyttleton, are journalists,
broadcasters and award-winning science and sports writers.
Their knowledge, enthusiasm and engaging writing make
them the perfect team to teach you how to score with your
head.

Book Level 6.5 Word Count 50,71

Motorcross Double Cross by Jake Maddox

Alone on a Wide Wide Sea by Michael Morpurgo

Book Level 3.7 Word 4,917

Book Level 5.2 Word Count 60,944

Best friends Carlos and Ricky race
all the time, but when their bikes
are sabotaged before a major race,
they can't trust each other. They'll
have to band together to figure
out who's pulling a double-cross.

This title explores the life of Lewis
Hamilton, the record-breaking
racing driver who is the youngest
person ever to become Formula
One champion! Read all about his
life while growing up and starting
to race, the sacrifices he made and
his professional rivalries. Inspiring
and unputdownable, this book
provides an insight into one of the
most influential figures in British

When 6 year old orphan Arthur
Hobhouse is shipped to Australia after
WWII he loses his sister and his country.
Overcoming enormous hardships with
fellow orphan Marty, he is finally saved
by the extraordinary people he meets
and by his talent for boat-design and
sailing. Now he has built a special boat
for his daughter Allie, a solo yacht
designed to carry her to England in search of his sister.

Extreme Water Sports by Erin Butler
Book Level 5.7 Word Count 3,051

Extreme water sports such as surfing, boarding, skiing, rafting, and diving can take your
breath away. Dive in and explore the world from the view of an extreme athlete.
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Diary of a Snowboarding Freak
by Paul Mason

Horse Riding Instructor
by Lisa Harkrader

Book Level 4.8 Word Count 2,604

Book Level 3.3

Kylie Buchanan was thirteen when she first
strapped a snowboard to her feet, and she
was hooked straight away.; In this book Kylie
uses her diary to look back on her time as a
snowboarder.

Word Count 847

Netball by Clive Gifford
Book Level 6.3 Word Count 5866
Netball is played in many schools, but it is a
far bigger sport than that. Boys and girls, men
and women in over 70 countries enjoy its fast
action and how the sport demands excellent
teamwork. This book will help learn how to
play netball using step by step images and
detailed descriptions of the sport's skills. But
who could be brave enough?
Mr. Lemoncello's Library Olympics by Chris Grabenstein

Book Level 5.4 Word Count 2,759
This time Mr. Lemoncello has invited teams from
all across America to compete in the first-ever
LIBRARY OLYMPICS. The competition is fierce! But
something suspicious is going on. Books are
missing from Mr. Lemoncello's library. Is someone
trying to censor what the kids are reading?! Now
it's not just a game--can Mr. Lemoncello find the
real champions of libraries? In between figuring
out mind-boggling challenges, Kyle and the others
will have to band together to get to the bottom of

Do you love
horses or
horseback
riding? Read
this book to
learn about
becoming a
horse riding
instructor.

Extreme Land Sports by Erin Butler
Book Level 5.4 Word Count 2,759
Extreme land
sports such as
skateboarding,
BMX, motocross,
rock climbing, and
parkour are
thrilling to watch.
Jump on board and
explore the world
from the eyes of an
extreme athlete.

https://youtu.be/f0PvMmTAUAQ Australia
Extreme weather https://youtu.be/yrOYxLt9SCI

THIS BOOK ISN’T ON THE ACCELERATED READER SYSTEM.
From Volleyball to UFC, Darts to Formula 1 and Gymnastics to Table Tennis, there's
something for everyone in this luxuriously large nonfiction compendium of all things
sporty. Split into nine useful sections - ball sports, combat sports, water sports, motor
sports, and so on - each sport is outlined in fascinating variety, from kit to rules and
pitch diagrams to interesting facts about the game. For instance, did you know that the
Titanic had a squash court on board? Or that ballet tutus are forbidden in rhythmic
gymnastics?

Take this virtual tour in Pharaoh Ramesses V1
https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=NeiMEZa9d93&
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